
Stardate: 64704.5 (September 14, 2387) 

Starbase 719 

 

 Konstantin Dimitrievich Harkonnen sat in the Lodge at a small corner table, drinking from his own private stash 

of Russian vodka and thought about life.  Less than a year ago, this would all have been nothing more than an impossible 

dream.  He had never even thought that it could have been a remote possibility that she would be his, let alone be carrying 

his child. 

 He had fallen in love with Cathryn Elisabeth Pearson, the day he met her back in 2372, when they both met 

aboard the USS Besiege.  He had admired her quiet strength and professionalism during the six months he was there, vying 

for a coveted spot on the Leviathan program.  During his time aboard the ship, many on the crew wondered if they were 

more than friends already, as Pearson usually avoided her shipmates, except for the captain and the chief of security, both 

of whom had served with her aboard the old starship Arcturus.  They didn’t meet again until three years later, when she 

was assigned to keep an eye on him during the journey back to Earth from the Kalandra Sector after the surrender of the 

Corsair.  He had told her the entire story of just why he and a group of officers and enlisted specialists had stolen the 

Corsair right out of its slip, and then went into detail about just what they had done with the Defiant-class starship.  He 

knew what he did was going to get him a one-way ticket to a life sentence in a Federation penal colony on some ass-end 

ball of rock, and it almost did. 

 After he narrowly escaped getting sent to a penal colony and being kicked out of Starfleet entirely due to 

mitigating circumstances, he had instead found himself serving briefly as a JAG officer at the end of the Dominion War 

before becoming the Second Officer of the Sovereign-class USS Independence in 2377, becoming First Officer in 2381.  In 

late 2386, when Captain Josephine Kennedy was promoted to Commodore, Starfleet denied her request to make 

Harkonnen the starship’s new Commanding Officer.  Instead he was sent here, to be 719’s Strategic Operations Officer. 

 He arrived aboard the station on 10 January 2387, shortly after the base was directly attacked by an alien entity 

looking for a lost member of their race and then passively attacked when Rear Admiral Raiajh, 719’s commanding officer, 

was kidnapped by the ship’s master and crew of the OSNS Pariah, a vessel from an alternate reality, in what ended up 

being a misunderstanding. 

 When Harkonnen first received his assignment to the starbase, he thought the posting would be his worst 

nightmare.  Being assigned here, seeing Pearson on a daily basis while she was involved in a relationship with another 

man.  However, that person, Dr. Jack Simmons – the very man who told him to stay away from Pearson every time he had 

tried to visit her in the hospital after her severe injuries during the Battle of Cardassia – had transferred back to Earth to 

take the position of Dean at the Starfleet Medical Academy.  Pearson found Harkonnen the evening Simmons had informed 

her he was going back to Earth, here in the ‘Lodge.’  The two grew rather drunk at the time, considering he consumed one 

of his bottles of vodka and she had drunk more than half a bottle of Romulan Ale.  Now here they were, nine months after 

his arrival, and she was pregnant with Harkonnen’s offspring; twins, no less. 

 Harkonnen noticed Dr. Sylvan Xaran enter the bar and waved him over to sit with him for a drink.  The starbase’s 

chief medical officer walked over and sat down at the table, calling over one of the wait staff. 

 “What will it be, Doc?” the waitress asked. 

 “How about a double of the blue stuff from the Admiral’s private stash,” Xaran replied. 

 “Romulan ale?” Harkonnen asked as the waitress walked away. 

 “I like it,” Xaran explained.  “What’s up?” 

 “Do you have any advice for a first-time dad?” 

 “You’ll do fine; as will Cathryn.  The two of you are going to be great parents.” 

 “You and your wife have several kids, and that’s all you can say?” Harkonnen rebuked.  “Actually, Hans said the 

same thing.  He said we’ll do fine because he knows that we’ve been great parents already.  It appears that where he comes 

from, Cathryn and I already have four kids of our own as well as an older son from a prior relationship Cathryn had; the 

one she said that she had miscarried in our reality.”  Harkonnen then took another drink from his glass and added, “I’m 

going to ask Cathryn to marry me.” 

 “Are you asking because you want to marry her or because she’s pregnant?” Xaran asked cautiously. 

 “Both.  I’ve loved Cathryn since that fateful day twelve years ago.” 

 As Harkonnen spoke, the waitress returned with Xaran’s drink, placing the tall glass of blue liquid down in front 

of the doctor before walking away.  Xaran picked up his glass, but before dinking any of the ale he looked at Harkonnen 

and said, “From what Cathryn has told Val and me of that day, she had to place you under arrest for theft of Federation 

property.” 

 “Yes, and I fell in love with her because of her quiet professionalism,” Harkonnen admitted, looking at Xaran 

seriously.  “And no, it didn’t have anything to do with her cuffing me,” he added in a soft voice, blushing profusely.  “It 



had everything to do with how she treated me.  I could tell that she did not like what she was doing, but she did it anyway, 

because it was her duty.” 

 Xaran nodded.  He knew how Pearson felt about it; she had spoken to him about it during her recovery at Starfleet 

Medical, in the aftermath of the Battle of Cardassia.  Pearson had mentioned that she wished Harkonnen would come back 

and visit her, and it perplexed her that he did not.  It was not until years later that Xaran found out that his friend, Jack 

Simmons, had had something to do with keeping Harkonnen away. 

 “Thanks for taking a few moments to talk and sharing a drink,” Harkonnen said to Xaran, draining the last of his 

glass.  “I’m going to go talk to Cathryn before I lose my nerve.” 

 After Harkonnen left, Dr. Xaran noticed the human commander of the Wander-class IMV Pariah, Johannes 

Spaak, headed toward him from the bar’s entrance. 

 “Mind if I join you?” Spaak asked. 

 “Have a seat,” Xaran replied, calling the waitress back over to bring out the bottle of Romulan Ale and an 

additional glass. 
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 Cathryn Elisabeth Pearson sat on the built in couch in her quarters, staring out the transparent aluminum windows.  

She was still a bit shocked about the news she had received in Infirmary 1 three days earlier.  After a twelve-year 

relationship with Dr. Jack Simmons that he ended when he decided to go back to Earth, she found herself swept off her feet 

by an old acquaintance. 

 After being cut from the Leviathan program, Konstantin Dimitrievich Harkonnen did not come to the attention of 

the crew of the USS Besiege again until late 2374, when they got the news that a group of Starfleet personnel stole a nearly 

completed Defiant-class starship.  After christening it the Corsair, Harkonnen and his followers commenced a campaign of 

commerce raiding that they had dubbed Operation Buccaneer in and around the Kalandra Sector, doing what they could to 

disrupt the Dominion supply lines in the area. 

 Word of the Corsair’s antics were leaked to the Federation News Services, who turned Harkonnen into a folk 

hero, making the job of capturing the man that much harder. 

 

* * * 

 

Earth Year 2375 

Twelve Years Earlier 

 

 In the brief lull between the Liberation of Betazed and the Third Battle of Chin’toka, Harkonnen agreed to 

surrender to the Besiege provided that he was the only one charged.  Starfleet agreed, and as Chief of Security aboard the 

Besiege it fell to Lt Commander Pearson to place him under arrest.  It was the hardest task she ever had to carry out in her 

position.  She sat with him and watched Harkonnen the entire two day journey back to Earth, but when it came time to turn 

him over to Starfleet Security, she had her subordinates do it. 

 As the Besiege took up a standard orbit around Earth, Pearson told Harkonnen, “The Marines will be taking you 

the rest of the way.” 

 “You aren’t going to see me the rest of the way?” he asked in his Russian accent. 

 “I can’t.  I wouldn’t be able to live with my conscious if I did,” Pearson replied.  “Although you went about it the 

wrong way, you did the right thing, and I respect that.  You are a good man Konstantin Harkonnen.  I only hope Starfleet 

can see that.”  Before the Marines that would escort him down to Earth arrived, Pearson said, “If it is meant to be, we will 

meet again.”  She then held out her hand for him to shake. 

 “Here’s to hoping we meet again,” Harkonnen replied.  But instead of shaking Pearson’s hand, he took it in his 

own, lifting it to his face, and kissed her knuckles.  After that, he turned around and allowed her to cuff him again. 



* * * 

 

 A few months later, in Early 2376, Harkonnen visited Pearson in the hospital as she recovered from the injuries 

she received during the Battle of Cardassia, but she was in no mood to see anyone at the time and asked him to leave.  She 

later felt bad about it and hoped he would return so she could apologize, but as far as she knew he never returned, and it 

would be eleven years before their paths crossed again. 

 From time to time over those eleven years, she thought about Harkonnen, thought about contacting him.  

However, she chose not to, not sure if he would want to hear from her or not.  Eventually fate drew them together. 

 Although Harkonnen had his own quarters on the opposite side of the administrative section of the starbase, the 

couple spent a lot of time together in one quarters or the other and had access privileges to each other’s rooms, so it did not 

surprise her when Harkonnen walked in unannounced. 

 “How’s my Kitty Cat this evening,” he asked, coming up to Pearson and giving her a kiss.  Although she did not 

like it when others called her either Kitty or Cat, she didn’t mind it when Harkonnen used that particular nick-name for her, 

privately at least.  The Russian Blue tomcat that Harkonnen had given her always thought the commander was referring to 

him when he said ‘kitty cat,’ prompting the cat to come over and rub up against his leg.  Bending down on one knee, 

Harkonnen scratched the cat under his chin and added, “Hello to you too, Alek.  I think we will have to arrange a play date 

for you and Tuesday again.” 

 After Alek was satisfied with the attention he received and strolled away, instead of getting back up on his feet, 

Harkonnen took Pearson’s hands in his own. 

 “Will you marry me, Cathryn?” he asked without preamble, taking out a diamond and ruby engagement ring that 

he had obtained from Spaak’s collection of gifts he kept on hand for his guests. 

 Pearson was speechless for several seconds before finally finding her voice. 

 “Yes!” was all she was able to get out as Harkonnen wrapped his arms around her and held her tight. 

 

* * * 

 

 The following morning Pearson sat with Rear Admiral Val’ri Raiajh in the admiral’s office, for their daily 

morning meeting.  Pearson presented the department head notes from the previous day before getting to the final item on 

the agenda. 

 “The last point I wanted to mention was the crew of the Pariah have calmed down considerably,” Pearson 

reported. 

 “Not surprising,” Raiajh replied.  “Now that Commander Spaak has been reunited with his family, his crew 

doesn’t need to find ways of taking his mind off things.” 

 “Speaking of the Commander; he has been having his first mate providing the ship’s reports to me since his 

family returned.” 

 “That’s his prerogative.  I’m sure he’s had a lot of catching up to do since his wife and children arrived here.  

However, I’m having difficulty finding a polite way to tell him he can’t just beam his kids into my quarters every time he 

wishes to be alone with his wife.” 

 “I’ll let him know that he cannot use his transporters that way,” Pearson said with a chuckle. 

 “Don’t bother,” Raiajh replied.  “He’ll just deliver them some other way.” 

 “What about Marie?” Pearson asked, referring to the admiral’s aide.  “She watches their kids when the Pariah 

leaves the base on a mission.” 

 “Whenever he beams the kids into my quarters, Marie is conspicuously absent, and the Spaak kids just start to 

giggle when I try to contact her.” 

 “You don’t think…?” 

 “I’d rather not, Cathryn,” Raiajh said, holding up her hand.  “I have no desire to train a new aide at this stage of 

the game.  Anything else?” 

 “Just one,” Pearson replied.  “I have a conundrum, Val.” 

 “Intriguing.  Please elaborate.” 

 “I have these two positions that need to be filled; however, I’m finding that I wish the same person to fill both.” 

 “I thought we finally filled all the major Starfleet positions on the base?” 

 “We have.  These two positions are of a personal nature, for a few hours this Saturday.  I need an officiate and a 

Matron of Honor.” 

 Raiajh looked up, momentarily surprised, and Pearson smiled at her, showing off the new ring on her finger. 

 “Congratulations,” Raiajh said.  “Who did you have in mind?  Perhaps I can help you make a decision.” 

 “Actually, I was thinking about you.” 



 “I’m honored, Cathryn.  This should make your choice easier.  I’m going to have to decline the request to officiate 

your ceremony.  I cannot perform the ceremony you desire.  However, I have a solution for you; the ERH.” 

 “What’s an ERH?” Pearson asked. 

 “The Every-beings Religious Hologram.  It’s programmable to be whatever kind of religious minister you wish.  

Here, let me show you.”  As Raiajh’s office was fitted with holographic emitters, she spoke, “Computer, activate the ERH 

program – Raiajh 1.” 

 The computer acknowledged with a beep and a moment later a human looking male appeared in the office dressed 

in a black Roman Catholic-style tab collared shirt and black pants. 

 “Greetings, Admiral.  How may I be of assistance today?” 

 “Good morning, Father.  I’d like to introduce you to my friend, Cathryn Pearson of Earth.” 

 The hologram held out his hand to Pearson and she shook it.  “It’s nice to meet you, Miss Pearson,” the priest 

said. 

 “Cathryn is currently planning a wedding,” Raiajh explained.  “She may be making use of your services in the 

near future.” 

 “I understand,” the priest said with a gentle nod before looking at Pearson and adding, “I’m here of you need me, 

Miss Pearson.” 

 “Computer, deactivate the ERH,” Raiajh ordered and the hologram disappeared.  Pearson looked at her. 

 “Interesting concept, especially the programmable part.  But I assume it’s probably only programmed with the 

usual variety of mainstream Earth religions.” 

 “Cathryn, you’d be surprised,” Raiajh told her.  “Starfleet was very inclusive when programming the hologram.  

They wanted to make sure everyone’s beliefs were represented, much like the EMH contains the sum knowledge of 2000 

medical references and the experience of 47 individual medical officers.  Jack Simmons had a hand with some of the 

ERH’s programming when he was at Jupiter Station.” 

 “Jack never mentioned anything about working on something like this.” 

 “He probably thought Starfleet tabled the idea.  It took Starfleet almost ten years to compile enough information 

for the hologram’s programming.  It wasn’t until four years ago that the ERH mark 1 was released, though not widely like 

the EMH.  Most Starfleet officers don’t know the program exists and don’t learn about it until, like you, they have need of 

it.” 

 “It’ll work.  I’ll use it on the condition that you will be my Matron of Honor.” 

 “It would be my pleasure, Cathryn.  What’s the dress?” 

 “Just wear a nice dress,” Pearson advised. 

 Raiajh added the new appointment to the schedule on the padd in her hand, then asked, “Is there anything else on 

our agenda for today?” 

 “No, Val.  There is nothing else today.” 

 “Very well.  Let’s start getting thing ready for Saturday,” Raiajh said. 

 

* * * 

 

Friday Evening 

 

 A Vulcan-looking female wearing off-duty clothing preferred by humans walked through the corridors of the 

starbase.  However, the Admiral was not your typical Vulcan.  Val’ri Raiajh was only half-Vulcan, also half-Deltan, and 

she grew up on Earth, the basis of her preferred Terran dress.  She was born in San Francisco, and called the planet of her 

birth home.  Raiajh and her husband of twenty years, the Betazoid Dr. Sylvan Xaran, made their home there and kept a 

residence in San Francisco.  Four of their five youngest children were born on Earth; their youngest son, Korin – named for 

Sylvan’s older brother – having been born aboard the starbase. 

 Rear Admiral Val’ri Raiajh entered a small holosuite that Cathryn Pearson had reserved for the evening dressed 

casually in a light blue t-shirt in a feminine style and a pair of dark blue dress pants.  She wore her hair loose, but it was 

held back by the head band that Pearson had given her long ago.  The holosuite had been programmed to simulate a beach 

setting, so Raiajh removed her wedge-heeled pumps to make it easier to walk.  She recognized the setting immediately.  It 

was the beach area outside the small villa they had rented on Risa during a shore leave that they spent together in 2287.  

The same shore leave during which Pearson gave her the head band she now wore.  She walked toward the water and 

found Pearson sitting on a blanket more than big enough for the both of them.  Sitting down on the blanket next to Pearson, 

the base’s first officer handed Raiajh a glass that was filled with a blue liquid.  As the admiral took the glass, Pearson 

noticed the band holding Raiajh’s hair off her face. 

 “After all this time, I can’t believe you still have that head band.” 



 “It still does its job,” Raiajh remarked with a smile.  “Besides, it was given to me by someone I consider more like 

a sister than simply a good friend.” 

 “It certainly wasn’t that way back then,” Pearson alleged. 

 “No, it wasn’t.  One of the reasons I suggested taking leave together was to rectify that.  I didn’t want you 

resenting me for what Admiral Johnson did back then.” 

 “It could have been worse,” Pearson observed.  “I could have put a Vulcan and an Andorian in quarters together 

instead of a Vulcan and Efrosian.” 

 “I know,” Raiajh said with a subtle smile before standing up.  “Come.  We need to go meet someone.” 

 “We do?” Pearson asked with a puzzled expression.  “Anyone I know?” 

 “Yes, it’s someone you know, Cathryn,” Raiajh assured, already heading toward where she had entered the 

holosuite program. 

 “Are you going to tell me who?” 

 “You’ll see when we get there.” 

 Still puzzled, Pearson got up, put her clothes back on over her swimsuit, and followed Raiajh out of the holosuite.  

They made their way to embarkation in the main spacedock area, where they were met by Dr. Jill Xaran – one of the 

civilian doctors on the medical team of the base and the admiral’s Civilian Ombudsman – and Lieutenant Ashari Pel. 

 “Jill, I knew you wouldn’t stay away,” Raiajh said. 

 “And miss all the fun?” was Dr. Jill Xaran’s reply before adding, “You didn’t invite Commander Spaak’s wife, 

did you?” 

 “I didn’t need to.  The Pariah isn’t due back for another six hours.  They left yesterday to deliver supplies to a 

group of refugees who were able to escape the Romulan system before Romulus was destroyed,” Raiajh replied. 

 “Is that why I have been getting reports that the ice cream stores are low again?” Jill Xaran asked. 

 “Don’t worry we’re getting more in a few days,” the admiral assured.  “Besides, the crew of the Pariah paid for 

most of the stores they took.  Sylvan and I paid for some, and the Federation donated the rest.  And they didn’t take just ice 

cream.  They also took food, clothing, and other necessary goods.” 

 “And you believe that the items are getting to where they say they are going?  The Pariah crew are pirates, after 

all,” Xaran pointed out. 

 “Marie has received communiqués from refugees receiving these supply drops.  They are very appreciative of all 

that is being done.” 

 As Raiajh and her sister-in-law continued to talk, Pearson began to wonder why they were here to begin with. 

 “Enough talk about what the Pariah is up to.  Will one of you please tell me why you dragged me down to the 

embarkation area?” Pearson asked. 

 “Use that fancy eye Starfleet gave you,” Xaran chided.  “I’m sure you’ll eventually realize why we dragged you 

down here!” 

 Pearson started scanning the people that were disembarking two ships that had just docked at the base, including a 

Merchant Marine vessel.  Way off in the distance, she noticed them just entering the customs area. 

 “Okay, which one of you dragged Konstantin’s parents and brother half way across the Quadrant?” Pearson asked, 

looking straight at Raiajh, who just shrugged. 

 Behind Pearson, Jill Xaran replied, “First round is on me.” 

 Just then, Raiajh’s aide, Lt Commander Marie Quintero, walked up behind the three other women.  “Did I miss 

anything?” she asked. 

 “I could have sworn I said I didn’t want any kind of party,” Pearson said with an annoyed tone. 

 “Don’t worry, we’re just going to play a few games and have a few rounds,” was Xaran’s reply. 

 “I can’t stay too long anyway,” Quintero said.  “I asked Julian and Ayana to watch the kids for me.” 

 “Commander Spaak’s kids?” Raiajh asked. 

 Quintero simply opened the collar of her blouse and showed Raiajh a narrower version of the choker that 

Commander Spaak’s wife, the Lady Val, wore. 

 “Don’t tell me,” Raiajh said.  “It’s best that I don’t know.” 

 “Now that the awkwardness is out of the way; Jill, will you tell me what the first game was, considering you 

already stated that the first round was on you?” Pearson asked. 

 “What you would say when you realized why we dragged you down here,” Xaran answered.  “I said you would 

say ‘Konstantin’s parents and brother,’ Marie said ‘the in-laws,’ Ashari said you would call them by their given names, and 

Val said you would just glare at her.” 

 “Which she did,” Raiajh pointed out.  “So the second round is from my private stash.” 



 Behind her, Xaran heard Pel mumbling about finally being able to drink from the admiral’s private stash.  She 

turned around and spoke quietly, “You have always been able to drink from her private stash, Ashari.  It’s there for family.  

That includes you.” 

 Pel looked at Dr. Xaran skeptically. 

 “I never thought about it.  I know Charissa drinks from it; I never thought that I could.” 

 Raiajh stepped over to Pel and said, “Ashari, of course you are family.  Why would you even think that you 

aren’t?” 

 “Because Charissa and I don’t have a formal arrangement like Jonathan does with Anya.” 

 “Just because you don’t have a formal arrangement doesn’t make what you have with Charissa any less valid,” 

Raiajh countered. 

 As Raiajh was speaking, Jill Xaran received a call on her combadge requesting her presence in Infirmary 11.  “I’ll 

join everyone at the Lodge as soon as possible,” she said before heading to the nearest turbolift. 

 As Xaran left, Pearson started becoming nervous as Konstantin Harkonnen’s brother and parents cleared customs 

and walked closer.  Harkonnen had introduced her to his family via subspace, but this was the first time she was meeting 

any of them in person.  The older of the two men recognized Pearson and started to walk over to the group of women 

standing there.  Raiajh took a step forward and, holding out her hand for the approaching man to shake, said, “Welcome to 

Starbase 719, Captain Harkonnen.  I am Rear Admiral Val’ri Raiajh, commanding officer of this base.” 

 The older gentleman replied in a thick Russian accent, “Dat’s Commodore, ma’am.  Ven ve Merchant Marine 

kiptens retire, dey give us an honorary promotion to Commodore.  It makes it easier ven ve travel aboard merchant marine 

wessels.  It can be wery complicated ven someone says ‘Kipten’ and you have two people acknowledging.  I tink Starfleet 

refers to retired kiptens as Line Kipten, da?” 

 “Yes, Line Captain would be correct, unless they were up for promotion to the Admiralty when they retired.  Then 

they would be called Commodore,” Raiajh explained.  “Forgive me, Commodore.  I meant no offense.” 

 “No offense,” the elder Harkonnen said smiling.  “Most Fleeties don’t know our vays, just as most merchant 

crewman don’t know yours.” 

 Raiajh then turned, gesturing toward the other women standing with her. 

 “Allow me to introduce you to everyone here, sir,” she said.  “This is Lt Commander Marie Quintero, my Flag 

Aide.”  Commodore Harkonnen shook Quintero’s hand as Raiajh continued.  “Lieutenant Ashari Pel, my Ops duty officer 

for Gamma Shift.  And this is my Executive Officer…” 

 “It’s good to finally see you in person!” Harkonnen exclaimed as he gave Pearson a hearty hug.  “I can see vhy 

Konstantin is so smitten!” 

 Pearson returned the hug for a moment before saying in a gasping tone, “Commodore Harkonnen, between you 

and the babies, I can’t breathe.” 

 “Sorry my dear,” the elder Harkonnen said, smiling at her.  “Ve have to get you to Earth for a vedding; that vay 

you’ll fit into de dress my vife and my mother are making for you.” 

 “We will be leaving on Sunday, but tomorrow we’re having a ceremony here aboard the starbase to honor my 

traditions.” 

 “Dat’s vhy ve are here,” he said, looking into her eyes. 

 “Sometimes I need to remind myself, because it all seems so surreal.” 

 “For us as vell,” Harkonnen said, smiling.  “Every time ve’ve asked Konstantin vhen he is going to settle down, 

he told us the same thing each time; ‘vhen she realizes that ve belong together’.”  Pearson blushed. 

 “Until Konstantin came here at the beginning of the year, I had no idea how he felt.  Especially considering the 

last time we saw each other before that I wasn’t very nice to him.  But that was at the end of the war, and I was recovering 

from some horrendous injuries at the time.” 

 “Ve know,” the commodore said seriously.  “He told us how he tried to see you in de hospital, and vas turned 

avay by a red-headed male doctor or de nurses.  But he vent every day for a month.  He spent so many credits on roses and 

candy.  He even painted several pictures of your ship.” 

 “I know.  He told me about that, and I felt bad about it.  He gave me the paintings.  I kept one.  The Admiral has 

another hanging in her office.  And the third is hanging in the captain’s ready room aboard the Besiege; presents from 

Konstantin and me to the current and former commanding officers of the ship.” 

 “That’s good,” Harkonnen said with a smile.  “Don’t tell him dis, but his grandfather and I have made you both 

some gifts for your vedding.” 

 “Thank you, sir.  I will keep your confidence,” Pearson replied. 

 “If everyone would like,” Raiajh interjected.  “Konstantin and my husband are waiting for us at the Lodge.  I 

know Konstantin brought the vodka.” 



 “Of course he did,” Nikolai Harkonnen, Konstantin’s brother said grinning.  “But knowing him, he brought 

something that he and his wife-to-be can enjoy as well.” 

 Pearson looked at the younger man and asked, “What would that be, Nikolai?” 

 “Something that won’t hurt the babies,” he said, looking at Pearson seriously. 

 “I certainly wasn’t going to drink any of the vodka,” she said.  “I know better than that.  If you, your father, and 

Konstantin didn’t kill me for it, then Val’s husband Sylvan would.” 

 “He likes medovukha more than Vodka, and since he’s not trying to forget that he’s all alone,” Nikolai said 

seriously.  “You’ll be drinking that.  He had me bring several crates of it,” he added smiling.  “The day you finally realized 

you loved him is a day the vodka manufacturers back home in St. Petersburg started grieving for years to come.” 

 “Actually, I’ll be drinking either juice or club soda.  Even the medovukha will have to wait until I’m not pregnant 

anymore.” 

 “It’s not that bad for the baby,” Nikolai said smiling.  “It’s like mead in that regard.” 

 The entire group started to walk toward the Lodge.  As they walked toward the central hub turbolifts, Pearson 

replied, “I can’t drink anything.  I don’t want anything to happen to the babies.  That would devastate both of us.  If Val’s 

husband says it’s alright, I may have a very small glass, as I do like medovukha.” 

 “True,” Alexandra Harkonnen, Konstantin’s mother, said as she gave Pearson a gentle hug.  Unlike her husband, 

she had more of an Irish brogue.  “Konstantin was right about you.  You are very attractive.” 

 “Mum, he said she was drop dead gorgeous,” Nikolai countered. 

 Pearson blushed profusely. 

 “Thank you,” she said.  “However, I can’t take all the credit.  After my injuries, I had reconstructive surgery done 

on my face.  I’ve been told by several who knew me before that I actually look better now than I did before the war.” 

 “Konstantin said you are perfect, and that’s never changed,” Nikolai said seriously. 

 As she was getting a bit nervous with all the attention, her ocular implant began to take on a mind of its own, the 

little servos whirring as it kept going in and out of focus. 

 “Thank you.  Can we change the subject please; I don’t like talking about myself.” 

 Mrs. Harkonnen gently stroked Pearson’s face.  “It’s okay,” she said. 

 Pearson closed her left eye for a moment, hoping the implant would settle. 

 “Sorry.  My implant acts up sometimes.” 

 “It’s okay,” Mrs. Harkonnen said softly.  “Konstantin’s artificial nerves in his left arm can do the same thing.” 

 “What?  Artificial nerves?” 

 “You didn’t know?” Nikolai asked as they reached the hub and entered one of the large turbolifts for the journey 

down to the base’s main recreation area.  “During the battle against the Borg at Wolf 359, he was injured horribly saving 

the lives of some engineering personnel when the Saratoga was blown to hell.  He spent six months being rebuilt by the 

best doctors in Starfleet,” he said. 

 “No, he didn’t tell me,” Pearson admitted.  “Probably because the ship I was serving on at the time didn’t reappear 

in Federation space until six months after Wolf 359.  Val and I served aboard the original Arcturus,” Pearson explained.  

“As for my facial reconstruction surgery, Val arranged for it to be done by the best doctors in the Federation, as Starfleet 

didn’t have doctors for the type of surgery I required.” 

 “Actually,” Commodore Harkonnen said, “he probably didn’t tell you because too many people made a big deal 

out of what he did.  Even the Admiral whose husband he tried to save.  They called him the ‘Hero Midshipman’ and he 

hated that.  If you hadn’t come to your senses, we would be welcoming Vice Admiral T’Lannia into the family next year.” 

 Raiajh looked at Alexandra Harkonnen with a confused look on her face and said, “I spoke with T’Lannia the 

other day.  She said she was settling into married life with her mate nicely.  They married six months ago.” 

 “That’s good,” Mrs. Harkonnen said smiling.  “T’Lannia at one time had agreed to marry Konstantin if neither of 

them found someone else.” 

 “She called to give me notice that the Federation News Service had gotten word of tomorrow’s ceremony and 

have been trying to get on the base to cover it,” the admiral stated.  “Starting yesterday and until you leave on Sunday, I am 

doing my best to keep reporters off the base to protect the privacy of my officers.” 

 “Why would they care?” Mrs. Harkonnen asked. 

 “Apparently they still remember what Konstantin did during the Dominion War and still think him a hero for it.” 

 “I see,” Mrs. Harkonnen said softly.  “He really should have used our real last name for the paperwork.” 

 “It wouldn’t have mattered,” Raiajh replied.  “They still would have found out about it.  This starbase has an 

extensive grapevine.” 

 “It’s possible they wouldn’t have found out until after the ceremony,” Mrs. Harkonnen said.  “Very few know that 

our actual surname is Stroganov.  My husband used the surname Harkonnen when he joined the Merchant Marine to get 



some privacy.  And we use it still for that reason, since his parents are still very important to the government of the Union 

of Sovereign Northern Republics.” 

 “Most refer to our homeland as the Russian Federation, mum,” Nikolai said grinning. 

 “Besides, they know about your connection to the Stroganov name,” Raiajh assured. 

 Moments later, the party exited the turbolift in the base’s recreation area and made their way down the wide 

corridor toward the Bastogne Lodge.  As they entered the Lodge, Pearson noticed that Harkonnen’s back was to the door, 

something that she knew he would never normally do if he could help it.  Then she noticed he was holding his head and 

that both Jill and Sylvan Xaran were looking at him concerned.  Pearson hurried over to the three and asked, “What’s 

wrong?”  Harkonnen turned to look at Pearson and smiled weakly.  

 “Hello, Kitty Cat,” he said, resting his head against her shoulder. 

 “He said he’s got a migraine,” Xaran said, shaking his head with a bemused expression. 

 “It runs in the family.  And Lady Val says Hans gets them from time to time as well,” Pearson observed.  By this 

time, the rest of the Harkonnen family had made their way to the table. 

 The admiral, seeing Harkonnen holding his head, asked, “Headache?”  When the Strategic Operations Officer 

nodded, she placed her hand gently on his shoulder and he felt the pain begin to disappear. 

 “I don’t get it,” Harkonnen said, frowning. 

 “As ve’ve said son,” his father remarked with a sigh, “it runs in de family.” 

 Looking around at the crowd in the bar and then concentrating on Harkonnen, Raiajh realized what was 

happening.  Her Strategic Operations Officer was a latent empath; an extremely weak one, but enough so for her to sense it. 

 “Let’s go back to the holosuite Cathryn reserved for the evening,” the admiral suggested.  “It will be quieter for 

everyone.” 

 “Dat vould be vise,” Commodore Harkonnen said with a gentle smile as he started to rub the back of his own 

neck.  Everyone agreed, and the entire party walked back to the holosuite, where the scene was altered into a beachside bar. 

 “Thank you for dis,” Harkonnen’s father said smiling.  “I vas started to feel a little bit of a headache as vell.” 

 “The suite was already booked, so we might as well take advantage of it,” Pearson replied.  “Besides, even though 

it’s not real, it’s nice to think we are outdoors for a while.” 

 “Very true,” Harkonnen’s brother Nikolai said as he looked around and sighed.  “However, while holosuites are 

nice, they are not a replacement for the real thing.  Just like replicated food.” 

 Everyone agreed, and the rest of the evening was spent enjoying the atmosphere and drinking the night away.  

About an hour into the gathering, Marie Quintero left to relieve Julian and Ayana of their babysitting duties so the two 

eleven-year-olds could get some rest.  As the evening’s festivities progressed, Harkonnen’s mother pulled Pearson off to 

one side. 

 “Cathryn,” she said softly.  “I wanted to ask you something without anyone knowing we’re having this talk.” 

 “What’s on your mind?” Pearson asked. 

 “Konstantin told us that you knew the red-headed doctor who kept him from seeing you in the hospital.  Please 

tell me he’s not been invited to the wedding.” 

 “Don’t worry,” Pearson assured.  “Dr. Simmons transferred back to Earth two days after Konstantin arrived here.  

He was offered the position of Dean of Starfleet Medical Academy.” 

 “That’s good,” Mrs. Harkonnen said softly.  “Because both Nikolai and Dmitri wanted to find him and give him a 

very stern talking to, if you know what I mean.” 

 “Please don’t,” Pearson advised.  “That’s all in the past and should be left there.” 

 “I know.  But my husband and eldest son, they feel that he betrayed his position and they want to punish him for 

it.  It’s why I was hoping you hadn’t invited him to the wedding.  If he were around, it would have given them plenty of 

chances to have that talk they want.” 

 As Pearson and her mother-in-law-to-be talked, the holosuite arch appeared atop the sand nearby and the doors 

within them opened, admitting two more unexpected guests to the gathering.  As the Pariah had returned early from its 

delivery, Hans and Lady Val joined everyone in the holosuite.  Mrs. Harkonnen watched her husband and sons now talking 

with Spaak, Dr. Xaran, and both Vals.  “It’s strange seeing Hans alive again after all this time,” she remarked.  “I have to 

admit that I am very pleased to see him.” 

 “Hans Spaak is definitely an interesting man,” Pearson admitted.  “Although for the first few months he was here, 

he stayed as far away from the Admiral as he could, for the obvious reasons.  It’s been a bit rough for some of us to get 

used to the fact that Hans’ wife is essentially the same person as the Admiral.” 

 “I can see that,” Mrs. Harkonnen said as she looked at Pearson.  “From what Konstantin told us, in the reality that 

the Spaaks come from, you and he had been together for years and had several children already.” 

 “Yes, from what Hans has told us, in their reality Konstantin and I married about seven years ago.  However, that 

doesn’t matter.  What does matter is I finally came to my senses here too.” 



 “Very true,” Mrs. Harkonnen said with a smile at her daughter-in-law-to-be. 

 

* * * 

 

Embarkation Area 

Starbase 719 

September 19, 2387 

0700 Hours 

 

 Down in spacedock, Lt Ashari Pel waited as the crew members of the Besiege disembarked.  She usually wore her 

duty uniform when meeting Charissa Xaran, but due to both the earliness of the time, and the fact that she needed to wear 

her dress uniform later, she chose to wear her off-duty variant.  What was also different was she was without her usual 

entourage of Xaran’s younger sisters and brothers. 

 As Lt(JG) Charissa Xaran walked up to Pel, giving her a hug, she asked, “Where’s everyone?” 

 “They are either busy or still sleeping.  It was apparently a long night last night and it’s going to be a busy day for 

everyone.  Your Dad and Julian are having some father-son bonding time.  As for your Mom, she’s off with Katrina, 

Corrine, and Ayana collecting flowers from the arboretums.” 

 “My Mom is collecting flowers?” Xaran asked with a tone of amazement.  “Why would she and Katrina and 

Ayana be doing that?” 

 “They need the flowers for the Executive Officer’s bridal wreath,” Ashari Pel said with a big smile on her face. 

 “Wait!  What?  Bridal…?  Jack has returned and Cathryn finally came to her senses?” Xaran asked hopefully. 

 “No,” Pel replied.  “She’s marrying Konstantin.” 

 “Konstantin Harkonnen?” Xaran frowned, obviously not pleased.  “It’s her choice.  As long as she’s happy.  

When’s the wedding?” 

 “Tonight at 2100 hours,” Pel replied.  “Are you up for some breakfast?” 

  “I would love too,” Xaran replied.  “But I only came out to say hi to you and the kids.  I need to get back to 

engineering on the Besiege.  Captain McLeod wants the ship ready to head out again in three days.  I’ll see you tonight at 

2100 for the ceremony, but I have to get back to the ship as soon as it’s over.  And I need to get back now.”  She then gave 

Pel a quick kiss on the cheek and turned to head back into the ship.  Then, out of the corner of her eye, she noticed 

someone familiar approaching them.  “Here comes Topuc.  Why don’t you ask him to join you for breakfast?” 

 Before Pel had a chance to reply, Xaran disappeared back onto the gangway.  Just then, Topuc – the Pariah’s 

Vulcan first mate – walked up and said, “Hi Ash.  Why’s Charissa headed back into the ship?  I thought the Besiege just 

docked.” 

 “They did,” Pel confirmed.  “Charissa said Captain McLeod wants the ship to be ready to depart in three days so 

she needed to head back to engineering.  Want to join me for breakfast?” 

 “Sure.  I was just headed back to the Pariah.  We can get some breakfast there.  Cook can make you anything you 

would like,” Topuc replied as the pair headed toward the Pariah. 

 

* * * 

 

Quarters of the Starbase Executive Officer 

September 19, 2387 

0930 Hours 

 

 As her door chimed, Pearson was perplexed as to who would be disturbing her this particular morning, especially 

since she was not expecting anyone.  She pressed the door’s control panel and the door slid open, revealing Lady Val – 

Hans Spaak’s wife – standing there wearing the uniform of Purser of the IMV Pariah. 

 “We need to talk,” Lady Val said, walking in to Pearson’s quarters without waiting to be invited. 

 “By all means, come in,” Pearson replied in a slightly perturbed manner.  “What do we need to talk about that 

can’t wait until we depart for Earth?” 

 “Tonight’s ceremony,” Lady Val replied.  “You know you can’t consider going through with the ceremony using 

that photonic abomination.  Konstantin would prefer to have an actual living, breathing officiate.  Not a machine.” 

 “But he told me he was fine with it,” Pearson said. 

 “No, he’s not, and you know it,” Lady Val stated as she turned to face Pearson.  “The strength of his faith is just 

as strong as it is for Hans; it is one of the most important things in his life, and he respects you and your faith too much to 



find using this... this thing to perform your ceremony, but he’s conflicted because he thinks it’s what you want and is not 

sure what to do.” 

 Lady Val moved over by the window that looked out into the inky depths of space.  She was quiet for a moment, 

and Pearson was unsure of what to say to her. 

 “Konstantin’s faith and his love for you are very conflicted right now,” she continued as she looked back into 

Pearson’s eyes and smiled sadly.  “He’s not going to say anything to you because he does not want to hurt you in any way.  

That is why he’s willing to do a hand fasting with a machine as the official... but to him it’s just the two of you going 

through the motions.  To him, it won’t be a binding event, because the ERH has no soul.”  Val stepped closer to Pearson 

before continuing.  “Hans just told me that Konstantin has already made arrangements back on Earth for a Hand Fasting 

during the traditional ceremonies of his faith,” she said as she handed Pearson a padd that she had stashed away in her 

uniform; that really caused the Starfleet officer to wonder just where she had hid it.  “He’s not said anything because of his 

love for you, Cathryn.  He wants it to be a surprise, but I think it’s best that you know how he’s feeling about an 

abomination like this Every-beings Religious Hologram.” 

 Pearson had sensed something was bothering her fiancé for days, but whenever she asked about it he said 

everything was fine.  Now looking at the padd that had just been handed to her, she saw that the civil ceremony in Russia 

had been replaced with a Hand Fasting ceremony that would be overseen by the same High Priestess whom had wedded 

her own parents; or at least the daughter of the person.  She realized why Harkonnen had been using up so much of the 

time allotted for private communications with Earth during the past few days.  Pearson sat there perplexed. 

 “Well that leaves me with a problem, because I’m the only one on the base other than the ERH who can perform 

such a ceremony.  I really didn’t want to use it either, but it was the only option since your ‘sister’ won’t perform the 

ceremony.  I guess that leaves me only one option.  I’m going to have to cancel the ceremony tonight, since I don’t want to 

hurt Konstantin that way.” 

 “I didn’t come here to talk you into cancelling the ceremony,” the Lady Val explained.  “That’s the last thing I 

want to do.” 

 “Then what am I supposed to do?” Pearson asked. 

 “I have the authority to perform the ceremony,” Val said.  “Although I don’t make it readily known, I am still a 

Starfleet Flag Officer working for Starfleet Intelligence, holding the rank of Commodore.  That will allow me to officiate 

over your ceremony.  I just hoped you would realize that having someone of faith performing your ceremony is better than 

having a computer program without any do it.” 

 Pearson was beginning to warm to the woman. 

 “You would do that for me?” she asked.  “We hardly know each other.  I know you knew the Cathryn Pearson in 

your universe and the two of you were close, but it’s not exactly the same.  If you want to do it, I’d be happy to have you 

officiate.” 

 

* * * 

 

Stardate 64718.3 

Earth Date: September 19, 2387 

2045 Hours 

 

 In a room adjacent to the holodeck, Rear Admiral Val’ri Raiajh sat with her niece Ayana.  Raiajh wore a black 

halter style dress with a skirt that went to mid-thigh and strappy high-heeled shoes.  She wore her hair loose and held back 

by a thin silver headband.  As they prepared for the upcoming festivities, in walked Commander Johannes Spaak, wearing 

the blindingly white dress uniform of the Orion Space Navy.  When he saw the Admiral, he let out a low appreciative 

whistle, causing Raiajh to blush. 

 Ayana looked at Raiajh, wondering if Spaak thought the admiral was his wife, Lady Val.  Raiajh assured her, “It’s 

okay, Ayana.  He knows who I am.” 

 “My wife should help you pick out your clothes more often,” Spaak said to her. 

 “I picked this out myself,” Raiajh replied with a glare.  “I do like to wear nice clothes once in a while.” 

 “You should dress like this more often,” he said back.  “One doesn’t need an occasion like tonight to dress up.” 

 “I know.  I do try to dress nicely at least once a week,” the admiral replied. 

 “Perhaps you should consider it more often?” 

 “Perhaps I should,” Raiajh said grudgingly.  “You are aware, however, that such consideration would also include 

my transporting Corrine and Korin directly into your quarters, with a note that it’s your turn to watch the kids,” she replied 

with a glint in her eye. 

 Spaak laughed.  “I prefer to be alone with what’s mine sometimes, Admiral.  I’m sure you can understand that?” 



 “I understand,” Raiajh replied.  “However, I would prefer it didn’t interfere with my alone time with my husband.  

The last time you sent your children over, my husband and I were trying to have some time together alone.  Instead, your 

elder son gave us some rather unique insights into Orion family life.” 

 “Oh?” he asked with a very Vulcan-like look of amusement.  “What did he tell you?” 

 “Tell me, Hans.  Does your wife actually sit in your lap while you two are eating dinner?  Because your son 

accused me of not loving my husband because I didn’t sit in his lap while eating dinner.” 

 “Of course,” he answered, smiling.  “Just as she sits in my lap during staff meetings.  It’s just one of the Orion 

customs we have embraced.” 

 “It is an interesting insight into Orion family life,” Raiajh admitted.  “But all I ask is some more consideration for 

Sylvan and I.  And if there is anything going on between you two and Marie, please try to keep it low-key.  If Starfleet 

Command finds out my Flag Aide is involved in a relationship with an Orion pirate, I’m going to find myself in need of 

training a new Flag Aide.  I’m planning to retire in five years; I don’t need the hassle this late in the game.” 

 “Don’t worry,” Spaak said with a sigh.  “We are not going to rub anyone’s nose in the fact we’ve allowed Marie 

to join our marriage.  I just hope that the work you and the ‘real’ Val have been doing in explaining the Letters of 

Ownership will get the Federation to understand Orion culture better.” 

 “I hope so too.  And I wish you would stop using that phrase… ‘real Val.’  I am not any less real than your wife 

is.  We are the same person, each shaped by the differences in the lives we lived over the last decade.” 

 “To me, she’s the real Val,” Spaak explained.  “You and your reality... well, it’s no less real.  But it’s easier for 

me to think of you as just a copy.  To my crew, she’s the real Val.  That’s how they’ve referred to the entire mess and it’s 

stuck.” 

 “I can see that.  She’s your wife and an important member of your crew, and I respect that, but perhaps when you 

are not around the Pariah crew, the phrase ‘my Val’ would be better?” 

 “I’ll try and remember that,” Spaak said smiling.  “But I must assure you, that there is no offense meant by it.” 

 “I know and I don’t take it that way,” Raiajh reassured.  “But there are others that might.” 

 As the conversation started winding down, the base computer announced the time and that the festivities were 

about to begin in the nearby holodeck.  Raiajh looked at Spaak and said, “Tonight is not about that.  Tonight is about 

celebrating Cathryn and Konstantin’s union.” 

 “Very true.” 

 The three moved toward the door, Ayana standing between the two adults as they walked to the holodeck and the 

start of the ceremony. 

 

* * * 

 

 Guests started entering the holodeck, which was programmed to simulate a park scene typical of what one would 

find in the northern latitudes on Earth in the middle of June.  The members of Starfleet who had come were dressed in their 

white and gray- jacketed dress uniforms, the Marines in their dress blues.  Ashari Pel walked in wearing her dress uniform 

with Charissa Xaran, wearing an identical uniform, and Xaran’s sister Katrina, who wore her blue-shouldered Starfleet 

Space Cadet Corps uniform.  Behind them, Dr. Jill Xaran entered wearing a formal backless gown in a steel gray.  A short 

time later, the doors opened again, admitting Dmitri and Nikolai Harkonnen – both wearing their Merchant Marine dress 

uniforms – and Alexandra Harkonnen in a blue dress that went to her ankles.  Most of the other guests, including many of 

the base’s senior staff, were already inside the holodeck.  As the last of the guests arrived, soft music began to play until 

the time the ceremony would start. 

 As the guests milled about in conversation, the holodeck doors opened again, and Lady Val walked in wearing her 

all-white Starfleet dress uniform, accented with the gray piping of Starfleet Intelligence instead of her ‘sister’s’ command-

red and displaying her rank of Commodore.  Her black skirt had the traditional gold and gray piping on the sides.  

However, it was obvious that she had the outfit tailored to fit her perfectly, the jacket fitting her more like a corset, close 

and form-fitting, and the skirt stopped at a length that was barely long enough to be legal in public; dark stockings and 

knee-high boots with the high, thin heels that Spaak had gotten his wife used to wearing.  Val’s hair, unlike her ‘sister’s,’ 

was worn in a high pony-tail that cascaded down her back. 

 In his own gray-breasted dress uniform, Sylvan Xaran looked at the Commodore appreciatively as he stepped up 

to her, a look she noticed.  She smiled at him and said, “Hello, Sylvan.” 

 “I see that both you and Hans are feeling better.  I thought the two of you would be, considering how often my 

own wife and I found a few extra little ones around the dinner table recently.  At least Corrine loves having some cousins 

her own age to play with.” 

 “It’s good for them to get to know each other,” Val replied.  “It’s amazing how Corrine and Valerie look so much 

alike.  Except for their eye colors, it’s almost like they themselves are sisters.  And they both look just like my mother.” 



 “My wife has said the same thing,” Xaran confirmed.  “About Corrine looking like her mother.  And I’ll tell you 

what I told her; while she may look like her grandmother, she also looks very much like her mother.” 

 Val blushed and gave Xaran a swift peck on the cheek before saying, “I need to start the ceremony.”  Then, as she 

walked away, it was his turn to blush as he heard in his mind, ‘I’ll let your wife borrow the uniform later so you can have 

fun getting her out of it.’ 

 Lady Val turned and greeted the crowd.  “Welcome one and all.  We will be beginning shortly.  Right now I need 

everyone to form a circle around me, one person deep.  Please leave an opening closest to the doors so the wedding party 

may enter.  Once the bride has entered, you will close the circle behind her.”  The guests formed a circle, and Lady Val 

nodded to the person closest to the doors.  That person activated one of the arch control panels, and a table appeared next to 

Val.  On the table appeared a bottle of wine and a small piece of plain cake.  The man at the arch then started beaming 

other items in; a shashka sabre materialized, followed by an ornate crystal goblet, and an intricately braided cord in red, 

white, blue, and gold.  Lady Val then said, “We are ready to begin.”  The doors parted as she continued, “Konstantin, if 

you will join me, your Bride waits.” 

 Konstantin Harkonnen stepped in, wearing his dress uniform.  He smiled and nodded to his parents as he entered 

the circle.  He was followed by Johannes Spaak, Master and Commander of the former Orion Space Navy Ship IMV 

Pariah.  Behind him, Rear Admiral Val’ri Raiajh and Ayana Xaran walked in.  Her dress got her an appreciative smile 

from her husband.  Meanwhile, Ayana Xaran wore a dress that was identical to the one her mother, Jill, was wearing.  

Once all four participants had entered, the holodeck doors closed again. 

 It took a few moments, but once everyone was in position the doors opened once more to reveal Cathryn Pearson, 

who looked positively radiant in a white dress trimmed along the hem and the top corset-like bodice in red with a red train 

and red embroidery above the front hem.  A circlet of red and white flowers sat atop her head.  She entered the holodeck 

and the doors closed behind her.  Entering the circle, the people in that area closed ranks behind her as she walked up to 

and stood next to Harkonnen. 

 When the doors opened, Harkonnen had looked over, and from where she stood Charissa Xaran could see tears 

forming in his eyes as he looked at his bride.  But it was more than simply that.  She also saw in his eyes the look of 

someone who has loved another for a long time and was finally seeing the fruition of his dream. 

 “Cathryn and Konstantin would like to take a moment to thank everyone for being here with them today,” Lady 

Val said to start the ceremony.  “They know that making the journey here took considerable effort for many of you, and for 

this they are deeply grateful.  All of you are important in their lives.  All of the time you spent with them, all the 

conversations that you have had with Cathryn and Konstantin, have helped to make them the people they needed to be, to 

find first themselves and then each other.  You have shared in their best days and their worst days.  You are an 

irreplaceable part of their yesterdays, their today, and their tomorrows.  So as you can see, although some of you do not 

live on this starbase, you are never far from their hearts.” 

 With a script lying on the table, in case it was needed, she continued with the ceremony that included the blessing 

of the Elements of earth, air, fire, and water and the drawing down of the Goddess and God into Cathryn and Konstantin. 

 Looking toward Hans Spaak and Val’ri Raiajh, Lady Val continued, “Hans and Val’ri will you now hold out the 

rings entrusted to you by Cathryn and Konstantin?  Your hands beneath serve as a symbol of how Cathryn and Konstantin 

and their marriage are supported upon by the love of their friends and family as blessed from above.” 

 Spaak and Raiajh held out the rings in their open hands, palms up and the rings were blessed.  With the blessing 

complete, Lady Val took the rings from her husband and Raiajh.  Continuing the ceremony, she stated, “Konstantin, if it is 

truly your desire to become one with this woman, then present to her a symbol of your pledge and a token of your love.” 

 Taking the sabre from the table, Konstantin Harkonnen knelt down on one knee and placed the sabre across his 

outstretched arms.  Lady Val placed the ring Raiajh had carried on the sabre and speaking more from knowledge than 

recitation she said, “Cathryn, you are the most gracious and lovely one that Konstantin has ever seen, for he understands 

the essence of your true self.  The beauty which radiates around you can only be rivaled by the beauty which radiates from 

within you.  The pledge of his sabre is akin to the pledge of his soul.  It is his prowess, his fire, his passion, his strength, 

and courage.  His ability to protect, defend and care for you.  With the strength of his blade and the endurance of its steel to 

represent what is in his heart, take from him now, as his beloved, the ring that rests upon it, and choose him to be your 

own.” 

 Taking the ring from the sabre, Pearson replied, “I accept the pledge of your blade and the eternal promise of this 

wedding band.” 

 While holding the ring she took the sabre from his arms and placed the flat portion of the blade first on his left 

shoulder, then his right, and then gently atop his head, as she pledged to him, “For the boy that you were, for the man that 

you are, and the husband you will be to me, I choose you to be mine.”  When completed, she returned the sabre to his 

outstretched arms. 



 After returning the sabre to the table, Harkonnen returned to a standing position.  Holding out her hand, palm up 

with the ring in it, Pearson continued, “If you will place this ring on my finger, I shall from this day forth, till beyond the 

end of time, take you to be mine.” 

 Taking the ring and placing it on the third finger of her left hand, Harkonnen pledged to her, “With this ring, I 

thee wed.  I take you as my friend, my lover, my wife, from this day forth and into the fullness of time where we will meet, 

remember and love again.” 

 Lady Val looked at Pearson as she continued, “Cathryn, if it is truly your desire to become one with this man, then 

present unto him a symbol of your pledge and a token of your love.”  Placing the ring Spaak had carried into the crystal 

chalice, Pearson looked into Harkonnen’s eyes as she held the chalice in her outstretched hands. Meanwhile Lady Val 

stated, “Konstantin, in the eyes of this woman you are the only man in the universe.  Yours is the voice of sound reason 

and unwavering support.  The pledge of her chalice is the pledge of all that is within her; her felicity and devotion.  The 

place in her heart where two souls can be sheltered and nourished, that they may grow together, ever closer, and flourish as 

the leaves on the trees and the fruits of the vine.  As the depth and bounty of her chalice foretell the richness of your future 

together, take from her now the band that lies within, and choose her as your own.” 

 Taking the ring from the chalice, Harkonnen replied, “I accept the pledge of your chalice and the eternal promise 

of this wedding band.”  With Pearson still holding the chalice, Harkonnen poured wine into it.  Replacing the bottle on the 

table, he took the cup from her and pledged, “For the girl you were, for the woman that you are, and the wife you shall be 

to me, I toast and drink to you, and chose you to be mine.” 

 Harkonnen raised the chalice in a toasting gesture, took a drink from it, and returned it to Pearson who returned 

the goblet to the table.  Opening his outstretched hand with the ring in it, he continued, “If you will now place this ring 

upon my finger, I shall from this day forth until beyond the end of time, take you to be mine.” 

 Taking the ring, Pearson completed her pledge to Konstantin, “With this ring, I thee wed.  I take you as my friend, 

my lover, my husband, from this day forth and into the fullness of time where we will meet, remember and love again.” 

 Holding the chalice before them once again, Lady Val continued, “As the God and Goddess are separate yet one, 

so have your pledges made you.  Drink now of one another’s love and know that you will never again thirst in your heart or 

in mind, for what each of you lacks the other has to give, and the spring of love flows eternally for those who drink often of 

its waters.” 

 Taking the cup from Lady Val, Konstantin took a sip and held the cup for Pearson to do the same before returning 

it to Lady Val.  Placing the chalice down and picking up the cake, she continued, “As food and drink nourish the body, so 

does love feed the soul of your marriage.  Feed now one another and feed forevermore the spirit of your union and always 

be filled.” 

 Each breaking off a small piece of the cake, Harkonnen and Pearson fed each other before the plate was returned 

to the table.  Turning back to them, Lady Val began to conclude the ceremony.  “Is it also your wish today that your hands 

be fasted in the ways of old?” 

 In unison, Pearson and Harkonnen replied, “It is.”  They then held out their hands with their fingers intertwined.   

 Picking up the cords Lady Val stated, “Remember that as your hands are fasted, these are not the ties that bind.”  

Holding the braided cords aloft, she continued, “The role already taken by the song your hearts share shall be now be 

strengthened by the vows you have taken.  All things of the material world eventually return to the Earth, unlike the bond 

and the connection your spirits share which is destined to ascend to the heavens.”  Wrapping the cords snug around their 

wrists, and then knotting the cord, Lady Val concluded the ceremony by saying, “You are now, as your hearts have always 

known you to be, Husband and Wife.  Konstantin, you may kiss your bride.” 

 Taking his free hand, Harkonnen brushed it against the side of Pearson’s face, leaned down and gently kissed her.  

Then, pulling back, he looked in her eyes and quietly said, “I love you.” 

 “I love you, too,” she replied in turn.  Then, as the couple turned, the gathered crowd began to cheer. 

 Finally, Lady Val spoke aloud, “Ladies and Gentlebeings, by the powers vested in me by Starfleet and the United 

Federation of Planets, allow me to present to you; Mr. and Mrs. Konstantin Harkonnen!”  Everyone present cheered louder, 

and then began to mingle, offering their congratulations to the newly married couple. 

 

To Be Continued… 

 

Author’s Note: Handfasting ceremony adapted from “Magical Rites from the Crystal Well” by Ed Fitch © 1984, 2000 

Llewellyn Publications. 


